EXPLORE LIFE
In s p ired.
C u rated.
S h a red.
Li fe is best well-tra v elled.
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A LIFE WELL-TRAVELLED

Life is too short not to do what you love. For
those who seek truly unique experiences to
complement their active lifestyles, CL Yachts
bring you the future of yachting where luxury,
innovation, and exploration meet.
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CHART YOUR OWN COURSE

CL Yachts makes it easy to unplug and spend
quality time with the people that matter most,
making it easy to live your best life, take charge
of your curated lifestyle, and find your personal
rhythm. Come on board to experience a new
kind of freedom.
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SHARE LIFE’S MOMENTS

It’s no surprise that experiences are better when
shared, especially with family and loved ones.
Appreciating the importance of celebrating life’s
moments, both big and small, CL Yachts creates
unforgettable memories that last a lifetime.
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NEVER STOP EXPLORING

A life of adventure awaits. Like you, we are
passionate, creative, and curious, never settling
for less than what we can achieve. Every voyage
on a CL Yacht can inspire something new –
whether you gain fresh perspectives, embark
on a journey of self-discovery, or build deeper
connections with your loved ones. CL Yachts
invites you to embrace a lifetime of discovery
and exploration.
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EXTERIOR

T H E N E W C L A 76
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Meet the CLA76f, the flybridge version of the
new CLA76 range - the sleek, timeless successor
to the popular Alpha Express Series. A dynamic
exterior is accompanied by thoughtfully
designed interiors that exude modernity,
comfort, and elegance at its best. Perfect
for a weekend getaway, the yacht features a
lightweight hull designed by Michael Peters,

which allows for incredibly smooth handling and
impressive speed, as well as a pair of modest
engines, meaning you can now explore further
and arrive sooner. Guests will delight in the
yacht’s host of well-appointed social areas and
cabins while enjoying a memorable ride in
effortless luxury. Indulge your love of voyage in
quality and style.

Form meets function in the CLA76. Inspired by
the energetic spirit and beauty of the sea, the
design team employed a minimalist approach
to the yacht’s exteriors, creating a streamlined
silhouette with clean, fluid lines that highlight the
athleticism and agility of the vessel. Thanks to
its resin-infused composite hull and a strategic
use of carbon fiber throughout, the CLA76 also
attains top marks in efficiency, performance, and
durability.
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F LY L O U N G E
Take in the panoramic views atop the CLA76
at the Fly Lounge, a spacious flybridge-turnedhangout, that includes ample seating to
accommodate all on board. An outdoor grill,
refrigerator, ice-maker, and retractable sunroof
make this area the perfect space for casual
entertaining.

FORE DECK
The tranquil foredeck is designed to be your
private sanctuary where you can retreat to enjoy
your morning coffee, take in a beautiful sunset
with cocktails, or just kick back with friends and
family. Abundant seating and sunpads invite
guests to lounge and relax, while flexible sun
shades provide relief from the sun when needed.
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B E AC H P L AT F O R M
The yacht’s transom lift reveals a beach platform
at the stern, which is designed as a versatile, fun
area for sunbathing or all kinds of water activities.
This accessible platform also allows for simple
and easy handling of a tender.
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AFT LOUNGE AREA
Dine al fresco on the sea at the aft lounge area, a
shaded outdoor space above the beach platform
that offers 270-degree views from the back of the
vessel. A handy refrigerator keeps chilled drinks
conveniently close at hand.
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INTERIOR

The stunning interiors of the CLA76 invite the
beauty of the outdoors in with bright and open
spaces that provide a 360-degree view of your
surroundings at any time. The main deck includes
an elegantly designed salon and galley, while the
lower deck features the master, VIP, guest, and
crew cabins – all designed with comfort in mind
and boasting functional layouts, contemporary
detailing, and top-of-the-line fit and finish.
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SALON
As guests step into the yacht, they are
immediately welcomed by its bright and
spacious salon, which has been cleverly
configured to include generous sitting, dining,
and cooking areas. Expansive windows flood the
entire interior with natural light, while a wealth of
counter space all around provides enough room
for appliances and makes preparation of meals
a breeze.
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MASTER CABIN
Retreat into the blissful comforts of the master
cabin, a full beam stateroom accented by
elegant wood panels, sleek lines, and plush
carpeting. Generously sized and furnished
with sumptuously crafted amenities, the room
also includes a walk-in closet and an en-suite,
European-style bathroom complete with a
double sink vanity.
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VIP CABIN
Give your guests the VIP treatment by providing
them with five-star accommodations onboard.
Modern and spacious, the VIP cabin combines
texture and light to create a serene ambience,
and is also fully equipped with an en-suite
bathroom and first-rate amenities.
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CREW CABIN
Well-designed and extremely functional, the crew
cabin is a dedicated space for privacy and rest.

GUEST CABIN
Two twin guest cabins, each with its own en-suite
bathroom for added convenience, accommodate
an additional four guests on the lower deck.
Contemporary wood paneling and elegant
accents infuse each room with a warm and cozy
vibe.
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CL Yachts’ commitment to innovation over
the years has resulted in uncompromising
standards of excellence in performance,
design, technology, and safety.

SAFETY

DESIGN
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T E C H N O LO GY

D I S T I N C T I V E LY M O D E R N
A N D E F F O R T L E S S LY
LUXURIOUS
Distinctively modern and effortlessly luxurious,
the CLA76 is a sight to behold and a dream
to cruise in. Fluid lines and a sharp silhouette
define the dynamic exterior of the yacht, while
neutral colors, bright spaces, and contemporary
detailing create a stylish yet homey environment
within. The yacht’s thoughtfully considered
layout ensures the most optimal use of space,
allowing for multiple social areas on board,
well-proportioned indoor and outdoor spaces,
and roomy cabins with en-suite bathrooms for

added privacy and convenience. Functionality is
key, and innovative features such as retractable
sunroofs, well-equipped entertaining areas, and
a transom lift-powered beach platform make
your time on board all the more enjoyable.

EXPLORE FURTHER WITH
S TAT E - O F -T H E - A R T
TECHNOLOGIES
By employing some of the most advanced and
important technologies available in the marine
industry today, the CLA76 is able to achieve
an optimal combination of performance,
weight, and strength. The use of resin-infused
composites, carbon fiber, and fiberglass fabrics
in the structure significantly reduces the weight
of the yacht while maintaining its strength and
durability. Savings in weight also mean a greener
yacht with enviable fuel efficiency that allows
it to explore further and arrive at destinations

sooner. What’s more, a host of state-of-the-art
technologies elevate the yachting experience
to a new level: gyro stabilization and an active
interceptor system ensure a smooth and
enjoyable ride; the CZONE monitoring system
oversees tankage and major boat functions; and
integrated navigation electronics are installed in
both helm stations.

DESIGN
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PERFORMANCE

ENSURING SAFETY
THROUGH SMART
ENGINEERING
Smart engineering assures the safety of
all onboard the CLA76. Built on a floating
framework, the interior of the yacht is separated
from the hull and support members, minimizing
vibration. By integrating tankage with the hull,
the rigidity of the hull is increased and a doublebottomed safety zone is created. The absence
of wood and extensive use of carbon fiber in the
structure boosts durability and strength of the
yacht while preventing long-term concerns over
weakened structural components.

BREAKING NEW GROUND
IN EFFICIENCY
Thanks to its premium resin-infused, composite
hull designed by Michael Peters Yacht Design,
coupled with a foam-cored monocoque structure
by acclaimed naval architect, Al Horsmon,
the CLA76 breaks new ground in efficiency
and performance, boasting a very attractive
fuel consumption rate while still maintaining
an impressive top speed of up to 30 knots. A
strategic use of carbon fiber and fiberglass
fabrics throughout the structure contributes to
significant weight savings and added strength

SAFETY
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while ensuring an extremely smooth, quiet,
and safe ride. Even the yacht’s stonework and
furniture are weight-optimized: elegant stone
surfaces are painstakingly backed by composite
materials to save weight, while Tricel honeycomb
– a light but strong construction material – is used
in furniture pieces to achieve up to a 20 percent
reduction in weight when compared to solid
wood or plywood.

L AYO U T

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

TECHNICAL
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L AYO U T

The CLA76’s expertly designed and
carefully considered layout maximizes
space, function, and performance.
Creating a sense of space was of
paramount importance to the
CL Yachts design team, as evidenced
by the yacht’s many sizable living
areas both indoors and outdoors,
as well as its perfectly configured
layouts that blend functionality and
aesthetics. Boasting an exceptionally
large engine room for this size range,
the yacht is easy to service and
maintain – a captain’s dream. Noise
and vibrations from the engine are
contained and the room offers plenty
of work space around the machinery.
With the yacht’s twin engines and
bow and stern thruster, handling and
maneuvering are made simple.
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F LY B R I D G E
The spacious flybridge houses a
double helm seat at the control
station and extends aft with an
L-shaped seating area, a table, an
outdoor grill, and a refrigerator.

MAIN DECK
The main deck plays host to most of
the activities on board, and extends
from the fore deck all the way to the
beach platform at the stern. Both
indoor and outdoor social areas
abound on this expansive level –
guests may choose to bask in the sun
at the fore deck, beach platform, or
aft lounge, or seek respite from the
elements in the salon.

LOWER DECK
All accommodation is found below
deck, with enough room for a full
beam master stateroom, beautifully
appointed VIP and guest cabins, and
generously sized crew quarters.

F LY B R I D G E

MAIN DECK
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LOWER DECK

Founded on a legacy of exceptional
shipbuilding, CL Yachts is firmly committed
to producing best-in-class seacraft that stand
the test of time, maintaining uncompromising
standards of quality and maintenance assurance.
All major components, materials, and equipment
are sourced from the United States, allowing for
easy servicing and high availability of spare parts
whenever needed.
The yacht’s integral fiberglass tanks not only
work to strengthen its hull, but also free owners
from worrying about tank replacements in the
future. With over a century of luxury shipbuilding
experience and tradition in our blood, CL Yachts
is proud to stand at the forefront of the marine
industry in innovation, quality, and service.

WARR ANT Y
The CLA76, as with all CL Yachts, offers one
of the most comprehensive warranties in the
industry. Backed by a time-honored company
renowned for its after-sales service, CL Yachts
is proud to extend to owners a limited ten-year
warranty on the hull against structural defects
and a limited two-year warranty on boat parts
and components.
2 YE AR LIMITED WARR ANT Y

10 Y E A R S T R U C T U R A L WA R R A N T Y

LENGTH OVERALL

76’6” / 23.21 m

HULL LENGTH

59’5” / 18.11 m

BEAM

19’8” / 5.99 m

DRAFT

5’4” / 1.63 m

DISPLACEMENT

104,719 lbs / 47.5 t

ENGINES

Twin Caterpillar C18 Diesel engine
1,136 hp (847kW) @ 2,300 RPM

GENERATORS

Kohler 36kW 110/220 VAC 60Hz

MAXIMUM SPEED

30 knots (at full load)

CRUISE SPEED

22 knots

FUEL CAPACITY

1,096 gal / 4,149 l

WATER CAPACITY

290 gal / 1,098 l

GREY WATER CAPACITY

192 gal / 727 l

BLACK WATER CAPACITY

192 gal / 727 l

CABINS

4 + 1 Crew

BERTHS

8 + 1 Crew

HEAD COMPARTMENTS

4 + 1 Crew

BUILDING MATERIAL

Composite

EXTERIOR STYLING & CONCEPT

Michael Peters Yacht Design

INTERIOR DESIGN

Atolla Design

TECHNICAL
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Whilst every attempt has been made to provide accurate information, the information in this brochure is not intended to be and
should not be relied upon as providing any warranty, representation, guarantee, or offer. Performance and range figures are
estimates to be used as an indicative guide only. The photographs and artist’s impressions in this brochure are from existing models
in the CL Yachts range. There may be items shown in these photographs and impressions that are not included in the standard
inventory of the models shown. Specifications, measurements and certain other details contained in this brochure may relate to
models only for sale in a particular territory. We cannot guarantee that entire CL Yachts range will be available in every territory.
Specifications may be changed or models withdrawn at any time without prior notice. The individual specification for each vessel
will be agreed as part of the order process and confirmed in the sales contract between the purchaser and the approved CL Yachts
distributor or dealer for the relevant territory.

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN
jozeph forakis . . . design

PHOTOGRAPHY
Lightseed Studio
Marine Video Production

CL YACHTS
2955 West State Road 84
Ft. Lauderdale
Florida 33312
+1 954 527 0999
info@clyachts.com
www.clyachts.com

clyachts.com

